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The Economic Approach to Human Behavior Jun 14 2021 Since his pioneering application of
economic analysis to racial discrimination, Gary S. Becker has shown that an economic approach
can provide a unified framework for understanding all human behavior. In a highly readable
selection of essays Becker applies this approach to various aspects of human activity, including
social interactions; crime and punishment; marriage, fertility, and the family; and "irrational"
behavior. "Becker's highly regarded work in economics is most notable in the imaginative
application of 'the economic approach' to a surprising breadth of human activity. Becker's essays
over the years have inevitably inspired a surge of research activity in testimony to the richness of
his insights into human activities lying 'outside' the traditionally conceived economic markets.
Perhaps no economist in our time has contributed more to expanding the area of interest to
economists than Becker, and a number of these thought-provoking essays are collected in this
book."—Choice Gary Becker was awarded the Nobel Prize in Economic Science in 1992.
The Routledge Dictionary of Anthropologists Aug 05 2020 This detailed and comprehensive
guide provides biographical information on the most influential and significant figures in world
anthropology, from the birth of the discipline in the nineteenth century to the present day. Each of
the fifteen chapters focuses on a national tradition or school of thought, outlining its central
features and placing the anthropologists within their intellectual contexts. Fully indexed and crossreferenced, The Routledge Dictionary of Anthropologists will prove indispensable for students of
anthropology.
A Companion to Psychological Anthropology Dec 29 2019 This Companion provides the first
definitive overview of psychocultural anthropology: a subject that focuses on cultural,
psychological, and social interrelations across cultures. Brings together original essays by leading
scholars in the field Offers an in-depth exploration of the concepts and topics that have emerged
through contemporary ethnographic work and the processes of global change Key issues range
from studies of consciousness and time, emotion, cognition, dreaming, and memory, to the
lingering effects of racism and ethnocentrism, violence, identity and subjectivity
Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series Dec 09 2020 Includes Part 1, Number 1: Books and

Pamphlets, Including Serials and Contributions to Periodicals (January - June)
Beyond the Founders Aug 17 2021 In pursuit of a more sophisticated and inclusive American
history, the contributors to Beyond the Founders propose new directions for the study of the
political history of the republic before 1830. In ways formal and informal, symbolic and tactile,
Advances in the Study of Behavior Mar 12 2021 Advances in the Study of Behavior remains one
of the most-turned-to sources for penetrating insight on the latest findings in behavior research.
This serial has kept pace with the vigorous multidisciplinary growth of the field and covers all
major aspects, from ecology to endocrinology, in both human and animal subjects. Critical reviews,
presentations of major research programs, and communication of significant new concepts provide
readers with an up-to-date overview of the latest developments in this field. The series does not
focus narrowly on one or a few fields, but features articles covering the best behavioral work from
a wide spectrum. The skill and concepts of scientists in such diverse fields necessarily differ,
making the task of developing cooperation and communication among them a difficult one. But it is
one that is of great importance, and one to which the editors and publisher of Advances in the
Study of Behavior are committed. Each volume of Advances in the Study of Behavior contains an
index, and each chapter includes references.
The Challenges of Cultural Psychology Feb 08 2021 This book considers cultural psychology
from historical, theoretical, and epistemological perspectives, building an understanding of cultural
psychology as a human science and moving beyond the nature-culture dichotomy. The unique
collection of chapters seeks to advance the field of cultural psychology by reviving its historical
legacies and arguing for its social responsibility in future historical developments. It considers
European legacies for cultural psychology as developed by leading figures such as Giambattista
Vico, Wilhelm Wundt, Wilhelm Dilthey, and Ernst Cassirer in order to provide insights into a long
tradition of thinking from a cultural psychology perspective. The book discusses historical pathways
in the rise and repression of cultural psychology and its different historical forms, arguing for the
necessity of decolonizing psychology, securing a place for culture in it, and developing an
epistemology suited to humankind’s meaning-making processes in mutual shaping of psyche and
culture. It provides an integrative and historical understanding of the subject and uses the diversity
and heterogeneity within the field to offer critical reflections on its achievements. The thoroughly
international group of contributors brings diverse analyses of self, body, emotions, culture, and
society and considers the future of cultural psychology. The volume is a stimulating read for
scholars and students of cultural and theoretical psychology and related areas including
philosophy, anthropology, and history.
NIH Library Booklist Mar 31 2020
Household Behaviour, Prices, and Welfare May 26 2022 This collection of essays covers a
diverse set of topics related to household behavior and welfare. Prices play a key role in several of
the essays, particularly the distributional implications of price movements, and the effects of
changes in relative prices on inequality and poverty. This book shows the shift in the literature on
prices from being an exclusively macro topic featuring the study of inflation and cross-country
comparisons to one that is firmly rooted in micro theory-based analysis of household behavior. It
also includes recent developments in the poverty measurement literature, documenting the shift
from the exclusively money metric and unidimensional poverty measures to multidimensional
poverty encompassing a wider view of deprivation. Largely, but not exclusively, focusing on India,
the book also features global comparisons of welfare. Intra country spatial comparisons along with
cross country comparisons of household behavior and welfare feature in several of the essays in
this book. The book also compares the effects of selected public delivery schemes in India on the
health of its children. It is a useful resource for researchers and serves as reading material for
advanced graduate courses on development in India and elsewhere.
Culture and Behavior Sep 29 2022
Repositioning Feminism and Education Jul 04 2020 This book presents testimony of feminisms

in process. The accounts are filled with tensions, not least an uneasiness with feminism itself, and
the question of what exactly it means to be a feminist in education in the contemporary world. It is
their respect for their own differences and the honesty with which they write that makes this such a
rich text. From the Foreword by Kathleen Weiler Educators committed to social change face the
common dilemma of how to take up the work of transformation without reinscribing systems of
domination. The struggle with the concept of imposition is central to the emergence of many
educators' identities and provides a site for exploring the complex relationship between power,
knowledge, and teacher identity. This book chronicles the collaborative efforts of five diverse
women educators (Native American, European, Jewish American, rural, midwestern, working class)
to grapple with the tensions of taking up a political position while honoring the cultural, social, and
historical context of others. Their dialogue across feminist, critical, and postmodern theories and
practices explores the process of fusing theory with political work in the world. What emerges is
the continual repositioning and disruption of taken for granted meanings as central to enhancing
emancipatory education.
Veiled Encounters Apr 12 2021 Travel narratives were the principal source of knowledge about
the lands of the Near East and the Indian Ocean Basin in 17th-century France. Claiming the
authority of first-hand observation, they paradoxically rely for their legitimization on the tropes of
an established literary tradition. The status of these texts remained ambiguous, not least because of
their anecdotal depictions of great riches, brutality or sexual promise. Drawing on the insights of
post-colonial scholarship, this study tackles a question given scant attention in previous work and
suggests that beyond the hazy representation of the Orient, an opposition emerges between the
threatening Near East and the indolent East Indies. Distinguishing recognizable representations
from those generated by new encounters, this book questions the feasibility of cultural
representation through travel, exploring a large corpus of original sources written by French
ecclesiastics, gentlemen-travellers, ambassadors and adventurers. Linguistic, religious, cultural or
geographical barriers meant most travellers remained distanced from the peoples about whom they
would simultaneously become authoritative. The encounter was further transformed in narratives
that were intended to entertain and to satisfy the criterion of curiosité. The 'Oriental' that emerges
is a supremely variable entity, alternately naked or veiled, barbaric or civilized, menacing or
attractive.
Complete Essays Feb 29 2020 DIVThe Elizabethan sage offers wise, witty observations on truth,
adversity, love, ambition, fame, and many other topics. Short but thought-provoking, these essays
constitute an excellent combination of style and substance. /div
Contemporary Literary Critics Dec 21 2021 A reference guide to the work of 115 modern British
and American critics.
Romanticism and Behavior Jan 22 2022
Principles of Behavioral Analysis Nov 27 2019 Twenty-nine collected essays represent a critical
history of Shakespeare's play as text and as theater, beginning with Samuel Johnson in 1765, and
ending with a review of the Royal Shakespeare Company production in 1991. The criticism centers
on three aspects of the play: the love/friendship debate.
Romanticism and Behavior Oct 31 2022
Karma and Chaos Sep 17 2021 These eight essays explore the interface between psychiatry,
science, and the timeless teachings of the Buddha. Drawn from the personal experiences of a
therapist and practitioner of Vipassana meditation, this work explores meditation’s similarities and
differences with psychotherapeutic and scientific endeavors. In the title essay, parallels are drawn
between the atomic synthesis of free choice and lawful consequence in Chaos Theory and karma,
offering contemporary insights into one of Buddhism’s core concepts. The empirical roots of
meditation, its relevance to daily life, and the challenges and benefits of daily practice of Vipassana
meditation are also addressed. Practical examples for continued observation outside of formal
meditation retreats guide readers in incorporating Buddhist practice into daily life.

In the Beginning May 02 2020 Jerrold E. Levy's masterly analysis of Navajo creation and origin
myths shows what other interpretations often overlook: that the Navajo religion is as complete and
nuanced an attempt to answer humanity's big questions as the religions brought to North America
by Europeans. Looking first at the historical context of the Navajo narratives, Levy points out that
Navajo society has never during its known history been either homogeneous or unchanging, and he
goes on to identify in the myths persisting traditions that represent differing points of view within
the society. The major transformations of the Navajo people, from a northern hunting and
gathering society to a farming, then herding, then wage-earning society in the American
Southwest, were accompanied by changes not only in social organization but also in religion. Levy
sees evidence of internal historical conflicts in the varying versions of the creation myth and their
reflection in the origin myths associated with healing rituals. Levy also compares Navajo answers
to the perennial questions about the creation of the cosmos and why people are the way they are
with the answers provided by Judaism and Christianity. And, without suggesting that they are
equivalent, Levy discusses certain parallels between Navajo religious ideas and contemporary
scientific cosmology. The possibility that in the future Navajo religion will be as much altered by
changing conditions as it has been in the past makes this fascinating account all the more timely.
Evolution, Sacrifice, and Narrative Aug 24 2019 First published in 1990. Balzac, Zola and
Faulkner all drew upon the principles of evolutionary theory to represent man’s place in nature and
his struggle for survival in their major series La Comèdie humaine, Rougon-Macquart and the
Yoknapatawpha fiction. This book focuses on the ‘first’ novels in each author’s series (La Père
Goriot, La Fortune des Rougon and Flags in the Dust) and considers how each novel relates to its
series and derives a definition of the naturalistic roman-fleuve. To describe this development, the
issues of how a scientific idea becomes refracted in a literary genre and how the naturalistic novel
developed out of the realistic novel are considered.
Psychological Capital: Essays By David Chan (2015-2017) Oct 07 2020 This book is the second
collection of twenty-one essays by behavioural scientist Professor David Chan. The essays in the
book first appeared in The Straits Times from March 2015 to September 2017. They discuss a wide
range of topics including the different types of commitment to country, diversity and cohesion,
people-centric policies and unintended consequences in policymaking, futures thinking,
maladaptive cynicism and healthy scepticism, ambivalence from mixed feelings, terrorism, the
psychology of power, separating sincere apologies from insincere ones, the impact of socio-political
humour, and finding one's own meaning in life. A common theme that runs through these essays is
developing "Psychological Capital" to build a strong society of individuals and communities — one
that is able to pursue positive things but also able to handle shocks, failures and unmet
expectations. This book goes beyond examining critical issues that matter to people, policymaking
and nation building, and why they do, to focus on translating the "knowing what" and "knowing
why" to "knowing how" and "knowing when." Endorsed by fifty leaders from different sectors, this
book provides a powerful springboard for self-reflections, internal and public discussions, and
individual and collective actions. Contents: Here's What Fifty Leaders From Different Sectors Said
About This Book ...About the AuthorPrefaceGetting Better at Discussing Population IssuesThe
Emotional Commitment that Mr Lee InspiredIf We Have No Differences, We Would Be In
TroubleLets Talk About CommitmentPutting Singapore Above SelfThinking About the Future Now7
"PC" Ways to Make People-Centric PoliciesWhy It's Not Enough for Leaders to Just be
CleverLearning to See Things From Another's PerspectiveFind Your Own Meaning in LifeLessons
for Singapore From Schooling's WinElected Presidency Changes: It's Not Just About the PoliticsIn a
Funk Over Trump?2016: A Year of Looking to the FutureThe Unbearable Weight of PowerWhat a
Cobra Bounty Says About Unintended Policy ConsequencesSay You're Sorry: How to Suss Out an
Insincere ApologyTo Tell or Not to Tell, That is the QuestionHow to Respond to Threats With More
than Fight or FlightJokes About Politics: The Good, The Bad and The UglyBuild Psychological
Capital Now for Strong Society Readership: Academics, undergraduate and graduates students,

professionals interested in social and behavioural issues in Singapore; civil servants, NGOs; general
public. Keywords: Psychological Capital;Public Policy;Self-Efficacy;Optimism;Hope;Resilience;WellBeing;Trust;Community;Commitment;Meaning;SingaporeReview: FROM NATIONAL LEADERS
"David is an astute observer of Singapore society, and his essays provide timely insights into what
it means to be Singaporean, now and in the future. In an increasingly complex world, the need to
ensure a caring, confident and cohesive Singapore has become ever more important. This book
takes an even-handed and constructive view to local and international issues, and urges us to come
together to build trust and commitment towards one another as fellow Singaporeans, as one
nation." Ms Grace Fu Minister for Culture, Community and Youth, Singapore "David has produced a
thoughtful collection of essays that not only offers useful observations and perspectives on national
issues, but invites us to consider the role we each can play towards building a stronger, more
cohesive society. By analysing the complexities of public policy formulation and implementation,
and sounding out ideas for b
Religion in Global Civil Society Jun 22 2019 The worlds religions are becoming increasingly
globalized. One can no longer equate particular faiths with corresponding geographic locations.
Islam is as much a south or southeast Asian religion as it is a middle eastern one. And Christianity
is growing by leaps and bounds in Africa, Asia, and Latin America, while it declines in Europe. In
addition to these major population shifts, small communities of adherents of every religion are
scattered across the globe, where they mingle with and adapt to local cultures.What are we to
make of this new religious world? The Oxford Handbook of Global Religions offers a comprehensive
look at world religious societies in their contemporary global diversity. Comprising 60 essays, each
by a leading scholar, the volume focuses on communities rather than beliefs, symbols, or rites.
Communities in the diaspora and at the periphery are covered, as well as the central geographic
regions of all the major living religious traditions. It is organized into six sections: the Indic cultural
region, the Buddhist/Confucian, the Jewish, Christian, and Muslim regions, and the African cultural
region. In each section an introductory essay discusses the social development of that religious
tradition historically. The other essays cover the basic social factsthe communitys size, location,
organizational and pilgrimage centers, authority figures, patterns of governance, major subgroups
and schismsas well as issues regarding boundary maintenance, political involvement, role in
providing cultural identity, and encounters with modernity.The worlds religious communities are
more diverse than ever before, and there is no other volume that covers the tremendous variety of
faith communities discussed in this Handbook. This volume will be indispensable to anyone
interested in contemporary religion.
Constitutionalism of Australian First Nations Jan 10 2021 The book considers Australian First
Nations constitutionalism by drawing on the chthonic constitutional traditions of three distinct
Australian First Nations legal orders: the Warlpiri, Yolngu, and Pintupi legal orders, in the
endeavour of identifying, via a comparative analysis, a core of similarities to be drawn upon and
articulate an emergent legal theory common to the three legal orders. The comparative analysis is
undertaken at the most foundational levels of their legal traditions, via the prism of a legal
paradigm elaborated with reference to an Australian Indigenous cosmological, ontological, and
epistemological standpoint. The proposed legal theory comprises a broad overview, general
concepts, normative principles, and general working principles. In so doing, the book expounds
how Australian First Nations constitutionalism unfolds into holistic orders of spiritual, political, and
legal authority that are explainable in terms of legal theory. At most foundational level, such
elaboration may help delineate normative and legal constitutional patterns throughout Indigenous
Australia.
Toward a Psychology of Art Oct 19 2021 Contains a.o. a chapter: Order and complexity in
landscape design
Mainland China Mar 24 2022 Over the past several years, Mainland China has undertaken
reforms in various domestic areas, including culture and society, education, the economy, and the

Communist Party. In addition, since September 1982 Peking has begun to pursue an independent
course in foreign relations. In this volume, based on the Thirteenth Sino-American Conference in
Tai
RetroSpace: Collected Essays on Chicano Literature Jul 16 2021 RetroSpace is a collection of the
seminal articles of the noted critic Bruce-Novoa on the history and theory of Chicano literature.
Accessions List Jun 02 2020
Routledge Handbook of Behavioral Economics Oct 26 2019 There is no doubt that behavioral
economics is becoming a dominant lens through which we think about economics. Behavioral
economics is not a single school of thought but representative of a range of approaches, and
uniquely, this volume presents an overview of them. The wide spectrum of international
contributors each provides an exploration of a central approach, aspect or topic in behavorial
economics. Taken together, the whole volume provides a comprehensive overview of the subject
which considers both key developments and future possibilities. Part One presents several different
approaches to behavioural economics, including George Katona, Ken Boulding, Harvey Leibenstein,
Vernon Smith, Herbert Simon, Gerd Gigerenzer, Daniel Kahneman, and Richard Thaler. This
section looks at the origins and development of behavioral economics and compares and contrasts
the work of these scholars who have been so influential in making this area so prominent. Part Two
presents applications of behavioural economics including nudging; heuristics; emotions and
morality; behavioural political economy, education, and economic innovation. The Routledge
Handbook of Behavioral Economics is ideal for advanced economics students and faculty who are
looking for a complete state-of-the-art overview of this dynamic field.
Culture and Behavior Jul 28 2022 Collected essays.
Ritual and Myth in Odawa Revitalization Jul 24 2019 This interdisciplinary account of a
contemporary Great Lakes Algonkian community explores how the ethical system underlying
Odawa (Ottawa) myth and ritual sustains traditionalists' efforts to confront the legal and social
issues threatening tribal identity. Because many Odawa are not members of federally recognized
communities, anthropologist Melissa A. Pflug focuses on their struggle to overcome long-term
social marginalization and achieve collective sovereignty. In profound ways, contemporary Odawa
people are "walking the paths" of their ancestors Neolin, Pontiac, The Trout, and Tenskwatawa.
Those prophetic leaders, together with mythic Great Persons, established a legacy tied to land,
language, and tradition - a sovereign identity that defines Odawa life in terms of pimadaziwin: lifesustaining, moral, and healthy interrelationships.
American Indian and Eskimo Music May 14 2021 Alphabetic listing by author. Includes Library of
Congress call number.
Cognition, Creativity, and Behavior Apr 24 2022 This diverse and entertaining collection of
essays applies the scientific study of behavior to many domains: creativity and innovation,
parenting, artificial intelligence, self-improvement and even world peace. Four of the essays were
coauthored by the eminent psychologist B. F. Skinner.
Nutrition and Behavior Nov 07 2020 After the appearance of the four-book series Human
Nutrition: A Compre hensive Treatise, it became apparent to the editors that an important area of
nutrition had been overlooked, namely, behavioral aspects of nutrition. There are two areas in
which nutrition and behavior interact. On the one hand, mal nutrition may play a major role in
determining behavior; alternatively, often aspects of behavior influence the eating habits of
populations and individuals and thus affect their nutritional status. Volume 5 of this series speaks
eloquently to both features of this important topic. Various aspects of the influence of behavior
modification and nutrition have been explored by a number of qualified investigators. It is hoped
that this volume will prove a valuable addition to the subjects covered in the other volumes. Roslyn
B. Alfin-Slater David Kritchevsky Los Angeles and Philadelphia ix Contents Introduction: The
Challenge of Nutrition and Environment as Determinants of Behavioral Development .................... .
Janina R. Galler References ............................................. 5 Part I • Nutritional Deficiencies or

Excesses Modifying Behavioral Outcome Chapter 1 Methological Requirements for Conceptually
Valid Research Studies on the Behavioral Effects of Malnutrition David E. Barrett 1. Introduction
......................................... 9 2. Statistical-Conclusion Validity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 . . . . . . .
3. Internal Validity ...................................... 14 4. External Validity ..................................... 16 5.
Construct Validity of Putative Causes and Effects . . . . . . . . .. . . . 19 6. Conclusions and
Recommendations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 28 . . . .
Black Lives Have Always Mattered, A Collection of Essays, Poems, and Personal
Narratives Feb 20 2022 BLACK LIVES HAVE ALWAYS MATTERED, A COLLECTION OF ESSAYS,
POEMS AND PERSONAL NARRATIVES, edited by Abiodun Oyewole, extends beyond the Black
Lives Matter movement’s primary agenda of police brutality to acknowledge that even when
affronted with slavery, segregation and Jim Crow, racial injustice and inequality, black lives have
always mattered. While written primarily by African American poets, writers, activists and scholars,
selections are also from people of the Latino and African diasporas and white activists. Collectively,
these 79 contributors provide a call-to-action that challenges readers to confront long-held values
and beliefs about black lives, as well as white privilege and fragility, as it surveys the historical and
contemporary ravages of racism and its persistence of structural inequality. More importantly,
BLACK LIVES HAVE ALWAYS MATTERED provides a first-hand perspective to a problem known to
the African American community long before the Black Lives Matter movement revealed it to the
general public: that black lives have always mattered. Connecting the past to the present, the
contributors of BLACK LIVES HAVE ALWAYS MATTERED provide an eye-opening and engaging
collection that has the potential to reignite a broader push for black liberation and equality for all.
Games and Human Behavior Nov 19 2021 Human behavior often violates the predictions of
rational choice theory. This realization has caused many social psychologists and experimental
economists to attempt to develop an experimentally-based variant of game theory as an alternative
descriptive model. The impetus for this book is the interest in the development of such a theory
that combines elements from both disciplines and appeals to both. The editors have brought
together leading researchers in the fields of experimental economics, behavioral game theory, and
social dilemmas to engage in constructive dialogue across disciplinary boundaries. This book offers
a comprehensive overview of the new insights into the motivation of human behavior under a
variety of naturally or artificially induced incentive structures that are emerging from their work.
Amnon Rapoport--a pioneer and leader in experimental study and quantitative modeling of human
decisions in social and interactive contexts--is honored.
Religion and Art in the Heart of Modern Manhattan Sep 05 2020 "When you're in New York" the
sculptor Louise Nevelson once said, "you're in perpetual resurrection." She might have said the
same thing about St. Peter's Lutheran Church, set in the heart of midtown Manhattan. In the 1970s
the church made a radical move, scrapping its neo-gothic building for a sleek modern structure in
the shadow of a skyscraper. The transformation was not just architectural. Inside, Nevelson created
a shimmering chapel, while over the years artists and designers such as Willem de Kooning, Kiki
Smith, and Massimo and Lella Vignelli produced works for the sanctuary. This fusion of modern art,
architecture, and design was complemented by an innovative jazz ministry, including funerals for
Billy Strayhorn and John Coltrane, and performances by Duke Ellington and other jazz legends. For
the first time, this volume examines the astounding cultural output of this single church. Just as
importantly, the story of St. Peter's serves as a springboard for wider reflections on the challenges
and possibilities which arise when religion and art intersect in the modern city. Working from a
wide range of disciplines, including art history, theology, musicology, and cultural studies, a
distinguished group of scholars demonstrate that this church at the center of New York City
deserves an equally central place in contemporary scholarship.
Work is Love Made Visible Sep 25 2019 Channel happiness and find your purpose with stories
from the world’s leading minds Work is Love Made Visible offers the insights of some of the world’s
greatest thought leaders as they tackle one of life’s most difficult treasure hunts: finding purpose.

The word “purpose” is big. Very big. And heavy. It carries the weight of a lifetime of work and
struggle; the weight of legacy, and the mass of days spent not doing something else. It’s something
we all grapple with at some point—some of us find our purpose, others spend a lifetime searching.
A lucky few grow to realize they’ve been working their purpose all along. Most of us aren’t quite
that lucky; often, fulfilling your purpose requires some kind of change—career, lifestyle, habits,
family—and what then? Are we selfish for the upheaval, or are we fulfilling destiny? Once we know
our purpose, how do we pursue it? This book asked those very questions of people who have
followed their purpose and succeeded on a global scale. Their un-distilled answers are here,
lending you the wisdom of their experiences, their examples, inspiration, and motivations as they:
Tackle the universal struggle with individual purpose and meaning Illustrate how personal thought
patterns contribute to real-world action Move challenges into the opportunities of their lives Reveal
how they arrived at their life’s purpose, and what they sacrificed to get there We all want a
meaningful life. We want to work together for a brighter future, we want to celebrate our
differences and commit to good. We want to inspire others, nurture their talents, and help them
grow. We want to look back one day on a life well-lived, and leave something behind that matters to
the world. Work is Love Made Visible shows you how some of us have succeeded, and offers you
insight and guidance so that you can do the same.
The Collected Essays of Richard E. Quandt Aug 29 2022 Professor Richard Quandt has made a
major contribution to the development of economics in the 20th century. The range and
significance of his work has long required a collection of his essays which will allow his
contribution to be assessed as a whole. Despite an early interest in microeconomic theory, Richard
Quandt has devoted most of his career to econometrics and, in particular, modal split estimation.
More recently his work has focused on the econometrics of disequilibrium models with reference to
both free market and planned economies. As well as outlining his many articles in microtheory,
general econometrics, disequilibrium modeling, financial economics and the economics of planned
economies, this collection should have a particular value for all scholars interested in the
emergence of the new economies in Eastern Europe, a subject to which Professor Quandt has
applied himself in recent years. This book includes an introduction by Professor Quandt describing
his early life in Budapest and the circumstances which led him to study economics in America.
Collected Essays and Reviews Jun 26 2022
The Categorical Impulse Jan 28 2020 Classification, as an object of recent anthropological
scrutiny came to prominence during the 1960s, exemplified in the British (constructionist) tradition
by the writings of Mary Douglas, and in the American ethno-semantics (cognitive) tradition by the
likes of Harold Conklin and Brent Berlin. At the time, these approaches seemed by turns to
contradict each other, or even to exist in parallel universes. However, over the last 30 years we
have witnessed both a renewed interest in classification studies as well as a cross-fertilization of
these once antagonistic approaches. These essays by one of leading scholars in this field bring
together a body of influential and inter-linked work which attempts to bridge the divide between
cultural and cognitive studies of classification, and which develops a more embedded and
processual approach. In particular, the essays focus on people's categorization of natural kinds as a
means through which to obtain an understanding of how classifying behavior in general works,
engaging with the ideas of both anthropologists and psychologists. The theoretical background is
set out in an entirely new and substantial introduction, which also provides a comprehensive and
systematic review of developments in cognitive and social anthropology since 1960 as these have
impacted on classification studies. In short, it constitutes a useful and approachable introduction to
its subject.
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